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REPORT OH

AIRBORNE GAMMA BAY SPECTROMETER SURVEY

FOR

QUEBEC URANIUM MINING CORPORATION 
(No Personal Liability)

TOWNSHIP 1A.-ELLIOT LAKE AREA, ONTARIO. 

AREA SURVEYEDt

A total area of Mf mining claims of approximately 

1760 acres vas surveyed. They are located in the north 

eastern part of Township 1A, Sault Ste. Marie Mining 

Division, Algoma District, Ontario.

The claims are registered with the Ontario Depart 

ment of Mines as follows:-

SSM 98261 to 98271 inclusive 
SSM 98279 to 98295 inclusive 
SSM 98297 to 98307 inclusive 
SSM 98315 to 98319 inclusive

This survey vas not part of a larger area surveyed. 

DATE Q? SURVEY: September 16th to l8th, 1968. 

PERSONNEL:

Pilot and Navigator - J. N. Stevenson, Chlbougamau, Quebec.

Operator and Navigator - Y. Prud'homme, Montreal, Quebec.

Consultant and Geologist - R. L. Alexander, Montreal, Quebec.

Draughtsman -H. Blackburn, Montreal, Quebec.

Typist - Miss S. Roy, Montreal, Quebec.
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FLIGHT PATTERNt

The survey was conducted with flight linea spaced 

at 1/8 nile approximately, and flown in two patterns, 

namely Bast and West, and North and South.

Length of flight lines - Bast and West - 51 miles

Number of flight lines

North and South - **2 miles 
TOTAL 93 Biles

Bast and West

North and South - 
TOTAL

The navigation was by visual reckoning, plotting 

fiducial* on previously plotted flight lines with aerial 

photographs and claim map. The altitude was maintained 

between 200 and 300 feet above the terrain, with the 

average at 250 feet. 

BOPIPMBNT:

Aircraft - Cessna 180, Registration No. CP-J.I.W. 

four channel Gamma Ray Spectrometer, Model OCRS 1000, 

manufactured by Bxploranium Corporation of Canada, Limited, 

Toronto, (see appendix). The instrument used was modified 

to two channels, one reading total counts per second of 

uranium and thorium radiation and the second channel 

reading counts per second of uranium radiation. The 

detector was a sodium iodide crystal of ^ x H- inches in 

size.



The results were continuously recorded on a six inch 

tape by a recorder made by Texas Instruments Limited. 

CALIBRATIONi

See appendix. The two ratemeters are set to measure 

one of the portions of the energy spectrum related to ra 

diation emissions of bismuth 21*f (uranium) and thallium 

208 (thorium), and the second ratemeter screens out the 

thorium radiation to record only the uranium radiation. 

Time constant - 2 seconds 

Chart width - 6 Inches 

Chart speed - 6 inches per minute 

Pull scale recording of 100 counts per second for 

total count of uranium and thorium and 200 counts per 

second for count of uranium radiation for full scale. 

DISCUSSION*

The Gamma Ray Spectrometer detects and measures 

the spontaneous disintegration energy of radioactive 

substances which is in the form of alpha, beta particles 

and gamma rays. Bach substance emits a particular spectrum 

of energy and the gamma ray spectrometer with four channels 

can measure the total of all three and the Individual 

substances 1 energies, (potassium, uranium and thorium). 

This particular instrument has been modified to measure 

the combined radiation from uranium and thorium, and



from uranium alone, while screening out the postasslum 

radiation. This has been done to simplify the search 

for uranium and accentuate the uranium results for easy 

visual detection, as this is the only mineral of economic 

* importance at this time.

It should be pointed out that the aerial survey 

detects radiation only from rock outcrops or thinly 

covered rock. 

SURVCT RESULTS;

Only those readings which are twice the background 

readings have been plotted and recorded on the accompa 

nying maps. That is for both the north-south flight 

lines and the east-west flight lines. The normal back 

ground count for uranium and thorium varied between 16 

and 20 counts per second and background count for uranium 

varied from 6 to 12 counts per second.

The values are recorded on the flight lines as a 

fraction with the numerator representing the total count 

per second for uranium and thorium, the denominator re 

presents the count per second for uranium alone, while 

the average background count for uranium is shown to the 

right of the fraction.

Upon reviewing the plotted results on both maps, 

there appears to be three areas that show radioactivity 

in a spotty arrangement that are 2.5 to 3 tiawa background.
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HP*

The largest area is the northeastern part and two small 

areas, one at extreme vest part of claims and the other 

at the south central portion near the south boundary. 

There seems to be a few spotty values In the northern 

claims shoving above average thorium.

Upon comparing both maps there are three small 

areas that correspond on both grid maps with values of 

2.5 to 3 times background. They are outlined by a 

dashed line and designated as A, B and C. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is doubtful that any of the weak anomalous 

values (2 to 3 tines background) indicate uranium in 

economical quantities. Nevertheless the three areas 

(A, B and C) as outlined on the map should be explored 

on the ground in the event that some screening effect 

is occur ing by overburden or leaching of the outcrop 

surfaces.

Respectfully submitted,

Montreal, Quebec. 
February 11, 1969-

R. L. Alexander, B.Sc. 
Geologist



FOUR CHANNEL DIFFERENTIAL GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER 

Miltl OCRS - 1000 .

DESCRIPTION
The Model OCRS-1000, four channel differential gamma ray spectrometer has been developed to pro 

vide the survey and mining industry with a system to obtain precise radioactive qualitative analysis 

from aircraft, and (round vehicles. j

The system may be used for bore hole logging with a special detector, in laboratories, or at base 

camps.
The four channels are: 1. potassium -40 2. bismuth -214 3. thallium -208 4. total count or integral. 

Spectral interaction has been eliminated by using specially developed techniques, which results in 

IOOT. discrimination between the three radioactive elements.

A large volume detector. B" x 4" Nal (Tl) coupled to three matched photomultiplier tubes is used 

to obtain high sensitivity. The pulse height at the output of the detector is maintained constant as 

function of temperature by using spectrum stabilization techniques. As a reference element, the 

radioactive isotope Cesium -137 is used. The system conforms to the USAEC recommended standard 

instrument module and bin design as covered by TID-208?!,

FEATURES V

Integrated circuits have been used throughout the sy^.r-.v, wnich resulted in a unique and small 

package and also provides maximum reliability. Ali. .-ut:;goe and p,.!se processing circuitry has 

been temperature compensated by using the lau,, Wegratei'-ircuiu"Each channel may be used for 

spectrum analysis by using spectrum scanning ;echniquf'. Pli^C', modular construction allows 

system building, from one to four channels. *- ' \t ' '

Temperature compensated analogue computer *v cuits are usec.'j,; provide spectral interaction elimi 

nation, resulting in )007( discrimination. v - s

The system has been designed, incorporating nuclear instrumentation techniques, with an extended 

operating temperature range. --' '*-'.

EXPLORAIMIUM N UCLEAR INSTRUMENT DIVISION

CORPORATION OF CANADA LIMITED

1413 LAWRENCE AVENUE WEST * SUITE 7 '* TORONTO 19, ONTARIO. CANADA 

TELEPHONE: 246.6403 (AREA CODE 416) JANUARY.INI

^• m
-W
.4.'.



TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATIONS

J•' f

High V.It.,. Power Supply
The high vollaf. power supply may b* remotely regulated to control th* 
tain of the photomultipller tubes. A seperate input has been provided lor thlt 
purpose. The refutation range Is i 100 volts.

SPECIFICATIONS

Ronget O to 1.500 volts, controlled by 10 turn potentiometer.
Stability: .M VC
Operating Velloge: 1.000 v
Ripple: 3 my

o
Spectrum Stobilisert
To guarantee the high resolution of the detector and maintain a constant 
pulse hei(ht as function of temperature and aging spectrum stabilization 
techniques must be used. Cesium -137, a monoenergetic radioactive Isotope 
has a single gamma emission at .662 Mev and a half life of 32 years. The 
ultra stable photopeak of Cesium -137 is used as a reference. The method is 
based upon a comparison technique. The photopeak Is divided Into two parts 
with the peak as center point. The integral of the left part is compared with 
the integral of the right part and when both are equal a zero output signal is 
the result. Any change In system gain will produce a shift In the measured 
photopeak. This shift Is measured and converted to an error signal. The 
error signa' li then fed back 180* out of phase as a correction signal to trx 
high voltage power supply. :

SPECIFICATIONS , : -

Input range: O to 10 volts   positive going pulse   pu*** ' - i . us 
Input impedance: 1000 ohms ' . . 
"E" Dlscrlmlnotor rongei O to 10 volts - controlled by a 10 turn

potentiometer y 
"AE" Discriminator rang*: O to 10 volts - controlled tay a 10 tur..

potentiometer
"E" ond "AE" baseline nobility. .5 mv /*C 

Window stability) better than .5 mvX*C 
Integral llneorityi .211 of full scale. 
Dltforentlol lineorlivt l.511 of full scale. 
Integrotion Time Constant*! 1-2-5 10 sec. 
Spectrum shift os function of ceunrratai l\ a t 50.000 cpi. 
Single channel .ut pu rt *3v - pulse width ISO ns 
Stoaillsetion output (error signel)i i 2 volts 
Cabt regulation; about .l\ of the loop gain.
Regwlatrom Holds photopeak of C, -137 to within . \\ at the canter 

In a 25% photopeak shift In the system.



Single Channel Analyser Ratemeter
The Model DGRS-IOOO comprises 'our o' these units. This unique module 
contains a differential single channel pulse height analyser and s) precision 
linear ratemeter. The operation of the tingle channel analyser Is based upon 
a window method. If an Incoming pulse (event) representing a certain amount 
of energy In Mev, exceeds a preset baseline ("E") level It will actlviate a 
discriminator. The discriminator produces a pulse which Is routed to a 
memory. If the incoming event Is not exceeding another level ("AE") which 
is higher than the ("E") level, the pulse will be released out of memory and 
a single channel output occurs. If the Incoming event exceeds the ("AE") 
level, it will activate th* "AE" discriminator generating an inhibit signal, 
which In turn causes a coincidence and no single channel output is 
generated. This method allows the selection of a certain window width in 
Kev or percentage of full scale, independant of the "E** baseline level. The 
"E" baseline control may be used to sweep the spectrum in order to find 
peaks of Interest. The single channel analyser has two selectable operation 
modes:

(l) differential (2) integral
The events appearing at the output of the single channel analyser are counted 
by a precision linear ratemeter. Its unique design allows accurate recording 
and displaying of countrales produced by the single channel analyser. All 
pulse and analogue processing circuitry has been temperature compensated. 
A temperature compensated analogue computer has been incorporated which 
may be used for spectral interaction elimination.

Single Chonnel Anoiyter Specllicotionst
Input range: O to 10 volts, positive join j pulse, pulse width l pi.
Input Impedance: 1000 ohms
"E" discriminator range: O to 10 volts, controlled by a 10 turn

potentiometer. 
"AE" discriminolor range: O lo 10 volts controlled by a 10 turn

potentiometer.
Integral linearity: .2** of full scale. 
DlHerentlel linearity: better than 1.5* of full sen'e. 
"E" end "AE" baseline stability: .5 mv/'C 
Multiple pair resolution: l.S us. ,' 
Operation model differential - integral - selectable by switch

located on front panel.
Single channel output: * 3 v - pulse width. ISO ns 
Spectrum shit! os (unction of ceuntratei 2* at 50.000 cps.

Linear Ratemeter Specifications: 
Ranges: O to 50 cps

O to 100 cps
O to 1000 cps

Range multiplier: 1-2-4-8- 16 -tt -64- 128 -25* 
Meter linearity: l* full scale 
Integration lime constants: .5-1-5-5-10-20 seconds.

lero to full scale. 
Recorder output: O to 10 mv 
Llneorlty: .2". full scale. 
Meter sero odjustmonti located on front panel.



DETECTOR
The Harshaw Chemical Company telem specially for Exploranlum Corpo 

ration sodium iodide thallium activated crystals with unlove resolutions of 

8.3*i at .6*2 Mev at 1.000 volt. The diameter l* 8" and tho thickness Is 4". 

larger or smaller crystals to special order. The crystal Is coupled to three 

selected photomultiplicr tubes. The tain and focus of each photomultlpllor 

tube can be varied individually. The crystal is mounted In a low background 

stainless steel case with a thin entrance window. The three photomultlpllor 

tubes are magnetically shielded and are mounted with stainless steel tube 

bases. The crystal assembly is mounted In a protective enclosure, which Is 

lined with 6" of polyurathene loam to protect the crystal from thermal shocks. 

An ambient temperature change of 75*C per hour will cause a change of 

temperature Inside the enclosure of not more than IO*C per hour. The crystal 

is Suspended in 6" of semi-hard foam.

Pre-Amplifier - Main pulse amplifier ' . 

The pre-amplifier Is a low noise, low gain m.o.s. amplifier. The outputs ot tho photomultlpllor tubes are sum 

med at the input of the pre-amplifler. To prevent loading of the photomultlplier tubes, a very high Input Im 

pedance is required. The pulse shape appearing at the output Is R-C shaped, with a decay constant of about 

JO MS- The main pulse amplifier consists of an amplifying section of which tho gain can b* selected, a Pulse 

current limiter. a delay line pulse shaping network and a low Impedance output buffer. The output pulse Is 

gaussian shaped with a pulse width of about l fis. The maximum output Is 10 volts. Both amplifier* are mounted 

on the detector enclosure.

PRE-AMPUFIER SPECIFICATIONS
Input impedoncet l M Ohms - negative going pulses.

Input capacity: S pi
Colni 4 X.
Input pulse time constant: 30 us.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Power Requirement: 110 volts A.C. - 75 watts.

Instrument Weight: SS Ibs.

Detector Weight: B" x 4" crystal and housing  75 Ibs.

MAIN AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS

Coin: l - J - 4 - 8 - 10.

Overload recovery! for 750 x overload about 30 p*.

Pulse shop*: Gensslan -pulse width l us.

Output: O to 10 volt maximum - positive going.

Maximum output leads 50 Ohms.

Stability! JVC.
Differential linearity: t l*

Output impedence: -5 Ohms.

WARRANTY
The Instrument Is warranted free from tutorial oeiecu ant poor workman 

ship for a- period of one year from the date o* srilpmtm and flet.ttlve material 

will be replaced free of charge during this' period unirst *.n. equipment has 

been modified, adjusted and/or changed as a result o-- misuse. In which case 

this warranty Is void. . ,'.. '

Should repairs outside the warranty b* required, 

at our standard service rates.

tnon repairs will b* mad*

RESERVED RIGHTS
Exploranlum Corporation of Canada Ltd.. reserves the right t* adlust engi 

neering specifications In the best Interests of maintaining hlgh-quallty'

Instrumentation.

l M CANADA
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OUKBBC ORAIilUM

INTBODUCTIQN

This report describes the results of an electromagnetic 

surrey conducted by company personnel, John Ryan and Vincent 

Bheeban, who were snperrised by R. L* Alexander. The surrey 

was conducted from October l? to November 7* 1968 over M* 

contiguous claims, approximately l?6o acres, located in Township 

1A, 4111ot Lake area, Ontario.

The purpose of the survey was to outline possible con 

ductors which might be caused by sulphide mineralisation associated 

with the basic intrusive (Diorite-Oabbro) and possibly accentuate 

geological structures of either the instrusive or sediments of the 

claim group.

The property Is comprised of Mf contiguous unpatented 

claims in Township 1A, Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division,

District of Algoma, Ontario. The claims are near Mount Lake, 

which is located 20 air miles or **5 road miles north of the Town 

of ttlllot Lake, Ontario. The claims are accessible by small 

aircraft or by road which is connected to elliot Lake and transects 

the group from west to east. The area of the property is 

approximately 1?60 acres.
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The property, registered with the Ontario Department 

of Hine*, consists of the following  *nint olalmss 

S8M 98261 to 98271 inclusive 

SSM 98279 to 98295 inclusive 

SSM 98297 to 98307 Inclusive 

SSM 98315 to 98319 inclusive

SUHKARY OK RESULTS

All conductors vera very weak and short in length, 

and without further evidence do not warrant exploration by 

diamond drilling. Host of them are probably related to 

geological or structural features with little likelihood of 

associated economic sulphide minerals.

Some minute quantities of pyrite were occasionally 

noted as accessory minerals of the sediments,

A magnetic survey night add correlating evidence that 

would Justify further exploration by drilling.

Should other geological evidence of the area indicate 

the possibility of uraniferous beds at depth, then a limited 

grid drilling pattern might be justified to find the stratigraphic 

sequence above the basement complex and ascertain if any basal 

uraniferous conglomerate beds could be of eoonomic Importance,
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Linea were run north to south by pace and compass, 

blazing frequently and occasionally using pickets where trees 

were scarce. Similarly chaining was occasionally used in the 

more rugged terrain to reduce distance errors. The trees or 

pickets were uarked every 100 feet, with the corresponding 

f oo tag Q s and the axact locations of the conductors were narked 

by blazes and orange paint on the nearest trees.

Control was maintained by recutting the south boundary 

claia line for maps A and B, wnile the east to west old claim 

line of nap C vas used as a base line. Relative positioning 

was assisted by the use of existing roads, shore lines and the 

north to south township line representing the eastern boundary 

of township 1A.

The north to south blazed lines were at convenient 

intervals varying mostly frcxr. 200 to 500 feet, with soue Inter 

vals being 500 feet.

The electromagnetic survey was conducted with the 

Ronka LM 16, which Is a vertical loop instrument using VLP 

(very low frequency) radio transmitters at frequencies of 15 to 

17 kilocycles per second. The 12**5 readings were taken at 100 

foot Intervals over the 23*5 miles of blazed lines, for the dip 

angle and quadrature response using the null method*

.*#r- :"



The ratio of the dip angle readings to the ipiadrature 

response was used as an indication of the conductivity*

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

There were 9 separate conductors located by the#
survey. Seven of the conductors were very short,, all were 

very weak and they were lettered on the naps from A to I. 

There ;*ere 3 possible locations for conductors which could 

not bo verified due to open water. The locations of these 

possible conductors are Hap C, L-0, 10+OON in the river at 

the west of Stewleen Lake; Map B, L-52*i and L-5&* at 6+OON 

to 7+OON in the middle of a pond} Map B, L6*fS near 17+OON 

to 1&+OON.

Conductor A of Map A, strikes east to west, generally 

following Mount River and appears to continue both west and 

east in the water beyond the 3200 feet indicated on land. It 

appears to be a vertical, very weak conductor associated with 

some conductive overburden and may be aasociitod with a fault 

or lineament of which the surface expression appears to be the 

water system,

Conductor B, Map B, strikes east to northeast for a

 1n1muB length of 900 feet, appears near vertical and associated

with conductive overburden, which likely is the marsh or swamp.
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l*-,:

It could represent an auxiliary geological structure related 

to the dlorlte-gabtaro sill which lies immediately to the 

south*

Conductor C, Map A, is very veak nad short in length. 

It is likely caused by sone flat-lying conductive overburden.

Conductors D and 4, Map 3 are relatively short voak 

conductors, located near the boulder and scree covered cliff, 

which is underlain by the sediment-diorite contact. These 

conductors are HOO and 100 feet long (lainimun) and appear to 

be vertical.

Conductor F, Map C, located on L 50 J and L51**, about 

700 feet north, has a minimum strike length east-vest of 500 

feet and l * v*ry voak.

Conductors G and H are located in the northeast 

corner of Map C, on lines L7&4 and L8**3, respectively. They 

are both veak conductors, found ran a single line, but might 

be continuous, passing under the outlet waters of Haylleld Lake*

Conductors P, G and H are masked by conductive over 

burden and could be the expression of some ferruginous cone 

of the flat-lying arkosic to quartzitic sediments.
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Conductor I, L9tt, near the road on Map C, is the 

expression of the telephone line. This feature is shown 

all along the north shore of Mount Lake near the road.

None of the conductors warrant diamond drilling 

unless further evidence is uncovered. They appear to be 

caused by geological or structural features with very minor 

sulphide content, if any.

A magnetic survey might indicate a greater potential 

of some conductors to contain sulphides or other geological 

evidence might make the conductors more desirable drill 

targets.

Respectfully submitted,

Montreal 101, 
March 5, 1969

R.L. Alexander, B.Se 
Geologist
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SURViflf

Work done toy Quebec Uranium Mining Corporation on property 

in Township 1A, Elliot Lake area, Ontario.

Clala numbers (Mf Total) t SSM 9&261 to 98271, SSM 98279 to 

98295, 98297 to 98307 and SSM 98315 to 98319.

8 Hours
Line

blazed and cut linea with pace and eoapass. 

Vincent Sheehan, K.earney, Ontario. 

October 17 - November 7, 1968. 

John Ryan, Kearney, Ontario. 

October 17 - Uoveaber 7, 1968.

Total Line Cutting Days

Field Operator

Vincent Sheehan, Kearney, Ontario. 

October 17 - November 17, 1968.

Supervisor

R. L. Alexander, Montreal, Quebec.

field - November H-7t 1968.

office - October 10, 1968 - February 18, 1969.

17
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8 Boors

Othe r

V. Sh0*ban, Kearney, Ontario.

Drafting - October 25 - November 10, 1968. 5 

H. Blackburn* Montreal, Quebec. .

Drafting - i.oveaber 20, 1968 - February 18, 1969. 6 

Kiss S. Roy, Stenographer. 2

13 

Total Technical tteys "^7

Certified Correct 
March 3, 1969

^
A.L. Alexander
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CERTIFICATE

I, Ralph Lowery Alexander, of Montreal, Quebec 
hereby certifyt

1. THAT I aa a practising Geologist and a -- ... 
of the Geological Association of Canada.

2. THAT I aa a graduate of the University of 
Western Ontario (Honor B.Se., 19**5).

3. THAT I have no interest either directly or
indirectly in the securities .of Quebec Uranium 
Mining Corporation, nor do I expect to receive 
any interest in the securities or properties.

V. THAT this report is based on personal knowledge 
of the property gained while supervising the 
exploration program of October-tiovember.1968 
described in the accompanying report and from 
a general knowledge of the area gained over a 
period of 23 years while practising my profession.

5. THAT this certifleata applies to the following 
mining claims of Township 1A, i&liot Lake area, 
Ontario:

SSM 98261 to 98271 inclusive, SSM 98279 to 98295 
inclusive, SSM 98297 to 98307 inclusive, and 
bbM 98315 to 98319 inclusive.

Montreal 101, ^uebac H.L, Alexander, B.Bc 
March 3, 1969 Qeoxogist



CEONICS LIMITED
2 Thorncliffc Park Drive. Toronto 17. Ontario, Canada. Telephone: 425-1821 Area Code 416

-3

VLF ELECTROMAGNETIC UNIT

This light, rugged, self-contained, one-man instrument utilizes 
the uniform horizontal fields generated by an existing network 
of reliable Very Low Frequency transmitting stations, for 
rapid, economical, deep penetration surveys.

Designed and patented by Vaino Ronka, this method measures 
both the vcrticle in-phase and out-of-phase (quadrature) com 
ponents of the VLF fields.

The FM16 has gained wide acceptance with an increasing 
number of major mining and exploration companies as a 
basic electromagnetic tool with a growing record of proven 
ore discoveries. Evidence also indicates a fair response to dis 
seminated bodies. Assessing the data is simplified due to the 
uniform horizontal primary field.

SPECIFICATIONS

Primary field: 

Frequency range: 

Field measured: 

Measurement range: 

Output readout:

Temperature range:

Batteries:

Size:

Weight:

Accessories:

Horizontal from selected VLF transmitting station 

15-25KC station selection. Plug-in units with 2-station switch. 

In-phase and out-of-phase (quadrature) components of vertical field. 

In-phase  150*. Out-of-phase 40*. Accuracy 1\ (dial)

Null-detection by earphone. In-phase and out-of-phase components read 
directly from mechanical dials.

-450C to 700C

6 size AA penlight cells. Life about 200 hours.

16 x 5.5 x 3.5 in. (42 x 14 x 12 cm.)

2.5 Ibs. (1.1 kg.)

1 earphone. 1 carrying bag. Manual of operation. 3 station selection 
plug-in units (additional frequency units available).

Optional accessories: Monotonic speaker.

Subsidiary of Deoring Millikcn Inc.



SIMPLE ONE- 
MAfigDPERATION

STATION SELECTOR

 fter selection of 2 VLF stations 
and insertion of proper plug-in 
units, knob rotation allows
 witching.

venical coil

horizontal 
- coil

RECEIVING COILS

vertical receiving coil circuit 
in instrument picks up any vert 
ical signal present. Horizontal 
receiving coil circuit, after auto 
matic 9QO signal phase shift, feeds 
signal into out-of-phase dial in 
series with the receiving coil.

IN-PHASE DIAL

shows the tilt-angle of the instru 
ment for minimum signal. This *ngle 
is the measure of the verticle in-phase 
signal expressed in percentage when 
compared to the horizontal field.

"i 1 T ' r
K) - O * 10

OUT-OF-PHASE DIAL

is calibrated in percentage markings 
and nulls the vertical quadrature 
signal in the vertical coil circuit.

AREAS OF VLF SIGNALS

A Coverage shown only for reliable, fully oriented stations. 
Others exist, but reliability b unknown. Coverage extent 
is based on field experience and estimate. Experienced 
operation of EM16 under weaker signal strengths will 
enlarge areas shown.

EM16 PROFILE 
over Lockport Mine property, Newfoundland
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Additional case histories on request.
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JESIGNINTENT
.V

'EM )6 is o deep-penetrating electromagnetic detector designed specifically 
'- for jone-man operation.

Other instruments must incorporate portable transmitters to generate 
- the necessary primary alternating field to agitate the ore-body sought, 

then the secondary field, generated by eddy-currents in the conductive 
targets must be measured by the receiver.

,EM 16 is designed to act os receiver only: it utilizes the primary fields
generated by the new VLF stations established for marine communication 
and since these stations have vertical antenna-current, the primary 
alternating field available is horizontal.

16 simply measures the .vertical field components in terms of the horizon 
tal field present.

By using the different stations available, the most suitable direction 
of primary field for each area being surveyed can be selected.

By measuring the inphase and quadrature components of the vertical 
secondary field, characteristics of the conductor become apparent.

SPECIFICATIONS

PRIMARY FIELD
Horizontal from any selected 
VLF transmitting station

RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
Inphose :  150* or   90e 
Quadrature   40%

l&i .

fer -

i--**;.-;
•f - J*""-

FREQUENCY RANGE
Approximately 15-25 kHz

STATION SELECTION
Furnished plug-in units 
and knob on front panel pin 
point stations selected

MEASURED FIELD
Vertical field, inphase
and quadrature components

ACCURACY OF READINGS
^ }\ resolution

OUTPUT READING
Null-detection by earphone, 
real and quadrature components 
from mechanical dials

BATTERIES
(6) size AA penlight batteries 
Operational life: 200 hours

SIZE
16 x 5.5 x 3.5 inches 
(42 x 14 x 12cm)

WEIGHT
2.4lbs. (1.1 kg)

ACCESSORIES
(l) earphone and cord 
(1) carrying bag 
O) set of batteries 
(3) plug-in units for 

station selection   
additional optional 
units available 

(1) Manual of Operation

•^v*l: •'b-
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Mount Lake

j 22 24

Rattier Lake

MAP NO. l SHOWING EAST TO WEST FLIGHT LINES

Av. Bkgd. (uranium)
35 Total count per sec (Uranium 6k Thorium)— ~ Readmas ——————————:———————————-
IB Uranium count per sec.

AERIAL GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER SURVEY

QUEBEC URANIUM MINING CORPORATION

CLAIM GROUP

TOWNSHIP-l A, ONTARIO

SCALE:! ' INCH - 1320 .FT.
Scale 80 miles: l Inch

— Flight Line NOTE :- Plotted Readings are those that 
are twice backgroun or better

Date:—November 5, 1968 Drawn by : H. Blackburn

Checked byl

41J10NE0025 C017AI SAGARD



TWP. 2.A 
TWP LA

© © 26 ( 27 28 29

Slew 
Lake

Mount Lake

Rot tier La^e

MAP NQ 2 SHOWING NORTH TO SOUTH FLIGHT LINES

AERIAL GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER SURVEY

QUEBEC URANIUM MINING CORPORATION

CLAIM GROUP

TOWNSHIP-l A ONTARIOD .. Toto count per sec {U r g mum... S Thor urn) A 0. j , . * Readings ———————rf—i——1———:—————————l Av. Bkga, (uranium) 
y Uran um count per sec. y

SCALE:! INCH = 1320 FT

Drown by : H. B lackburnDate:-October 29, 1 968
PT E :-Plofted Readmgsare those that 

are twice background or better Checked by:

41JI0NE0025 0017A1 SAGARD 210
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Mount Lake

INDEX MAP

SCALE 80 MILES - l INCH

N

MAYFIELD 
LAKE

INDEX TO ADJOINING SHEETS

SCALE -l INCH = 1/2 MILE

QUEBEC URANIUM MINING CORP

RONKA EM 16 SURVEY
TOWNSHIP LA., DISTRICT OF ALGOMA ONTARIO

L4E L8E LI2E LI6E L20E L24E L28E L32E L36C L40E L44E L48E
SCALE- l INCH - 2 00 FEET

VERTICAL SCALE l INCH = 4 0"

MAP A

41J10NEC02S a017A1 SAGARD
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98317

INDEX MAP

SCALE-80 MILES * l INCH

INDEX TO ADJOINING SHEETS

SCALE-I INCH s 1/2 MILE

98266

QUEBEC URANIUM MINING CORP

RONKA EM 16 SURVEY
TOWNSHIP LA, DISTRICT OF ALGOMA ONTARIO

SCALE-l INCH ^ 200 FEET—————————— f? -*
~^-X ^--

VERTICAL SCALE i INCH * 40 0 " 7

MAP B

L52E L56E L64E L68E L72E ' L76E L80E L84E L88E

4IJ18NEee25 0017AI SAGARD 230
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